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â€œHana looked up at her husband. He towered over her, a massive presence full of bearing and

authority and it was frightening to know she had the power to strike him down with one word. He

was her strong rock with a hidden fissure right down the centre, fragile and flawed in its tainted

excellence. He completed so much of her that without Logan, she no longer knew who Hana

was.â€•On Hana and Logan's return to New Zealand, their happiness is shattered by the arrival of

an unexpected visitor. Will the past never leave them in peace?The discovery of a dead body sends

the hotel into turmoil as unlikely family members become prime suspects. Hana sets out to solve the

mystery with her usual brand of chaos but the answers she finds may break the man she loves.Is

Phoenix Du Rose's prophecy true: will the Du Rose men truly bring about their family's ruin? Are the

Du Rose Sons forever cursed?
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i wasn't sure at first if i was going to like the first book in the series. But i am so glad i kept Reading.

I have finished the whole series and I am sad it's over. It had everything. Romance, mystery and



lots of family dynamics. I don't know if there will be anymore books in this series, but I'm off to check

out what else this author has to offer. i really enjoyed this series and found it hard to put down.. I fell

in love with Hannah and Logan and the children.. Would highly reccomend this series.

I loved all of the Hana books! Read them all!! Dont really know why I found this such a I was so

entranced , it that is exactly the best description!!!!! Delightful.... Hana is such a strong character,

but her husband has such an exceptional love for her, she can almost get away with anything....

Wow what a ride. I couldn't put this book down, yet didn't want it to end. I took every opportunity to

sneak in some more reading. It's a roller coaster ride from beginning to end and you never knew or

could imagine what would happen next. Hana goes from insecure frustrated self-doubting, to the

matriarch she really is. When pushed, the iron backbone she hides, comes to the fore. Sexy Logan

goes through some emotional turmoil when a ghost from the past makes an appearance. He has

some hard choices to make and have to pay for them, but walks out of it a better man, less rigid and

more loving and vulnerable.There there's murder, stalking, and crimes committed to ruin Logan and

Hana's world even further.There are so many surprises in this one book, it's absolutely addictive. KT

Bowes is at her best in this book. And you HAVE TO read thr series. You just HAVE TO. I am so

happy to hear there's another one in the making.

I love this series and I couldn't wait for this book to come out. An explosive mystery with more

action, more mystery and less help from the police than ever. No wonder Hana feels she needs to

go investigate things on her own...if she doesn't find out what's really going on, the Du Rose family

secrets will tear them apart.Ms Bowes has really upped the ante on this one. Once a quiet school

administrator, Hana's ignited into a burning firebrand - and she refuses to be extinguished, because

this matriarch will do anything to protect her family. Even destroy her own husband, if that's what it

takes.My heart goes out to Logan, but also to Hana, too. So much for the English teacher with the

sweet backside...Logan's got so much past baggage there's no way Hana wants to carry it all...and I

can understand why he'd want to get rid of it, too. But murder?I'll give you no spoilers, so I can't tell

you who the killer is...for the past or the present murders...but this book makes you wonder: to what

lengths would you go to, in order to protect your family?Brilliant...absolutely Bowes' best book yet.

I started with the first book and got hooked. The story was so interesting and relate-able. The

emotions were complex yet simply presented so that I felt such compassion for the characters. The



cultural part was also very intriguing and has made me want to travel to meet these people! I

savored the entire series and was very sad when it was completed, so I went to K T Bowes author

page and ordered every last one of her books! I really like her style.I'm hoping there will be more

Hana DuRose books, because I've fallen in love with Logan!!!!!!!!

I read all books in this series. This saga kept my interest and I usually read each book through

before putting it down. Each book held a different timeline of events for the Du Rose family and the

woman named Hana that married into it. Enjoyed it!!

All these books were very good, would read more about the DUROSE family. Couldn't wait for the

lasy book.

This episode is the most violent, the most gut-wrenching, and the most gratifying. I cried...a lot. I

highly recommend the whole series.
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